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Do you have any suggestions for the editors of The Throne? Email us at throne@wm.edu or IM swemthrone.
**We have lots to tell you in this issue; but your editors, unlike your professors, don’t give tests.  
ALL HAPPY ENDINGS ARE BEGINNINGS AS WELL
An Irish proverb applicable to events at Swem Library this spring! It’s time to 
say good-bye to Dean of Libraries Connie McCarthy who happily retires in 
June.  Since 1997 she has been the materfamilias of Swem Library. While many 
of her accomplishments were invisible to Throne readers, our dean is 
responsible for the comfortable, convenient, caring library you know and love.   
Since the senior class has named Dean McCarthy a faculty marshall, many of 
you will see her at Commencement.  May the road rise up to meet you, Connie.  
 LESS TIME TO STUDY FOR EXAMS…
As though you don’t face enough 
problems with the approach of final 
exams, here comes one more.  The 
magnitude 8.8 earthquake that struck 
Chile on February 27 also shifted the 
Earth’s axis.  NASA scientist Richard 
Gross said the quake moved the axis by 
2.7 milliarcseconds (about 3 inches) and 
shortened the day by about 1.26 
microseconds.  
Each day from now on, including the time for finals preparation, has been 
shortened by 1.26 microseconds.  So, get used to less sleep and more   
Red Bull.
WE CARRY OUR ENVIRONMENT 
IN US 
Never heard of hydrargyrum? It’s 
actually the very familiar metallic element 
commonly known as mercury. Plan to 
attend The International Mercury EXPO 
April 22-25 --- four days devoted to 
exhibits, lectures, films, workshops, and 
field trips focused on this liquid metal.  
For all the events, including a free film 
series at the Kimball, visit the EXPO’s website 
(http://mercury.wm.edu).  In the meantime, check 
out those cool transparent people with the blue-dot 
heads residing in the lobby asking 
“What’s your DOT?”   
For music lovers, stop by Unplugged @ Swem: Earth 
Day Slam and Jam, an open-mic event on April 22 
(9-midnight) to celebrate and raise environmental 
awareness on campus.   
Not enough? April 24th will see lots of earth-
friendly activities at the Sadler Center.
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